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What is calibration?
“the act of 

selecting,
establishing,

maintaining, and 
verifying

sprayer operation parameters which result in a 
known, 

desired and 
uniform 

application rate of spray material”.



SELECT, CHANGE and INSPECT 
THEM REGULARLY

KNOW 
YOUR 
NOZZLES



What does the nozzle contribute to calibration?
1. FLOW RATE: Volume/Time (Gallons/Min)
Nozzle flow rate is directly proportional to application rate (Gallons/acre)

Want a larger application rate? Increase the flow rate by either:
Increase nozzle size  (Larger droplets*)
Increase pressure (Smaller droplets)

2. DROPLET SIZE* (COVERAGE/DRIFT)

* Except for VENTURI sprayers, where droplets are always fine.







Disc-core nozzles are used in high 
volume applications

D-3 through D-16
Numbers indicate diameter in 

1/64 inch:
D-4=4/64=0.06”
D-8 = 8/64 = 0.125”
D-16= 16/64 = 0.25”

Paired with various core or 
“spinner plate” nozzles (i.e. 
DC13 –DC 56).



The stamp indicating the 
manufacturer’s flow rate may be hard 
to see on disc and core nozzles. 

This is a DC “35”.



USE the manufacturer catalog 
(and in the appropriate language)

USE it to determine your nozzle

FLOW RATE

DROPLET SIZE RANGE



http://teejet.it/media/427750/cat51_spanish.pdf



Check the manufacturer’s catalog to determine the flow rate 
for a given nozzle(s) at a given pressure.

The D4, DC23 nozzle should deliver 0.23 gallons per minute at an 
operating pressure of 100 p.s.i.



PRESSURE GAUGE: an essential component

Make sure the pressure gauge is operating 
properly and is maintained, is easy to read, and 
has a range that makes sense for the sprayer. 



Flow rate is pressure dependent

Where Q= flow rate
K= overall nozzle coefficient (nozzle shape and area)

√∆P= square root of change of pressure

So, if you want to double the flow rate, the pressure must 
increase by the square of two (2²).  

Likewise, if you wish to triple the flow rate, the pressure must 
increase by the square of three (3²).

HOWEVER, adjusting pressure is one of the least desirable 
ways to change flow rate volume…(why?)











“VMD” is Volume Median Diameter.
Half of the droplets are larger,
half are smaller.
VMD is in MICRONS.



CONSIDER DRIFT THE OPPOSITE OF 
COVERAGE: DROPLET SIZE MATTERS!





This chart also tells you something about spray “Quality” 
(DROPLET SIZE) TeeJet Catalog



Even if you have the manufacturer’s listed rate from the catalog, it’s 
still a good idea to measure the actual flow rate from the nozzle 
(why might these differ?)



Measuring actual flow rate for air-blast 
sprayers involves several steps

1. Park the sprayer on a level surface and 
fill up the tank with clean water to a line 
observed at the top of the tank.

2. Open up the nozzles and run the sprayer (or half of 
the sprayer bank of nozzles) for a set amount of time, 
from 15 seconds to 2 minutes. Be sure to record the 
pressure during this time.

3. Measure the amount of water it takes to fill the sprayer back up to the 
line observed in 1.



What about Venturi
sprayers?



















We’ve been talking about nozzles 
and their relation to flow rate.

Flow rate (Gallons/minute) is only 
part of calibration.

What are the other components?



Measure your speed and swath width to 
determine LAND RATE (ACRES/MIN)

•not just tractor speed
•Area covered per unit time (ft.²/min)

•Speed (ft/min) x Swath width (ft.) 
•Convert ft.²/min to acres/min



Pay attention to swath width-typically the 
row spacing width.  

Land rate (acres/min) is 
inversely proportional to 
Application rate.  

So if either of the 
components of land rate 
(speed or swath width) 
increases, the application rate 
(gallons/acre) DECREASES.



Application rate (gal/acre) = Flow rate (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)

This fundamental relationship works for all 
sprayers!



Application rate (gal/acre) = Flow rate (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)

Do the MATH: Track your UNITS to make 
the math easy.

Look up any conversions that you need!



Land rate example: air-blast application
Tractor speed measured
(Landini 85F tractor at 4 turtle):
1. 100 ft./21 sec
2. 100 ft./20 sec
3. 100 ft./21 sec
average: 100 feet/20.3 sec.

1. Convert speed to feet per min:
(100 ft./20.3 sec) (60 sec/min)=295 ft./min OR
(3.35 miles/hour)( 1 hr./60 min)(5280 ft./mile) = 295 ft./min

2. Multiply speed (ft./min) by swath width (ft.) to obtain ft.² /min.
Our swath width is the vine row spacing, 9 feet.
295 ft./min * 9 ft. =  2653 ft.² /min (area covered/min)

3. Convert ft.² /min to acres per min.
2653 ft.²/min * 1 acre/43,560 ft.²= 0.061 acre/min.

Ft. * 0.68 = MPH
Time (sec)

100 ft. * 0.68  = 3.35 mph
20.3
Note: Conversion to MPH is not necessary for the 
calibration calculation, but it is a nice unit to 
know for reference.

1 mile=5280 feet
1 acre=43,560 ft.²



App. Rate = Flow Rate 
Land Rate

gal./acre= 7.25 gal/min

.061 ac./min

@ 100 psi with 
noted nozzle 
configuration 

@ 3.35 mph, 9 ft. swath
= 118 gal./acre 

This is the application rate, the spray 
volume per acre. 

But how much pesticide (a.i.) goes in the 
tank?



The label specifies the amount of pesticide, typically “per acre”

For this example, the label 
recommended rate in grapes is 
no more than 24 oz./acre per 
growing season to control 
mealybugs. This label also 
states that good coverage is 
essential and to use higher 
volumes under adverse 
conditions or with dense 
canopies.



How much pesticide in the 
tank?
1. In our example, it is a 400 gallon tank.
2. The label for the spray job will provide a rate per 
acre, in our example we choose 12 oz. per acre.
3. We calibrated our sprayer to deliver 118 gallons 
per acre. 

Number of acres per tank: 400 gallon tank/118 
gallons per acre= 3.4 acres can be sprayed with a 
full tank at this calibration.

Amount of pesticide per tank: 3.4 acres * 12 oz. 
per acre= 41 ounces of pesticide per tank in this 
example.



How do we check for coverage?



Water 
sensitive 
paper is one 
way  to check 
for coverage



The best gauge? $ saved; product premium



Thank you!
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